Cutting Through the Clutter: How Smarter Software Management Saves Childcare Center Directors Time, Energy, and Money!

As the owner or director of an early childcare center, your job is hectic. Between making sure your staff is trained and paid, keeping track of payment invoices, relaying information to parents, juggling schedules, and so much more, some days it can feel like you’re drowning in paperwork. But what if we told you that there was a way to significantly reduce your administrative work?

Spend more time greeting and interacting with children and parents

Does this scenario sound familiar?: You’re saying hello to students when a line of parents forms—all confused about their payment history. You are weeks back in spreadsheets before you even have a chance to wish anyone a good day!

Track each child’s location, attendance, incidents, and successes in real-time with automatic updates to parents

How many times has a parent contacted you feeling disconnected from what their child does at daycare? Parents have come to expect mobile access to information in real-time. SmartCare’s cloud-based mobile software not only updates parents on which room their child is in, but also automatically sends them reports about their day.

Cut down significantly on your accounting and administration work

Is your time being drained by administrative duties?

Using comprehensive software can help you maintain competitive prices, meet staff-to-child ratios, surpass parent expectations, and increase your profit margin, all while winning back some of your sanity. Want to learn more about how SmartCare can work for you?

With the right software solution, you’ll be able to:

- Spend more time greeting and interacting with children and parents
- Track each child’s location, attendance, incidents, and successes in real-time with automatic updates to parents
- Cut down significantly on your accounting and administration work

SmartCare not only automates your payments and billing, but provides easy-to-use, cloud-based kiosks for each of your centers. With them, parents can track and pay their bills while you and the kids start the day off together.

Sign up for a complimentary demo today!
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